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Artificial intelligence (AI)

is the branch of

computer science that

researches methods of

giving machines the

ability to perform tasks

that require human

intelligence



ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
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Intelligence can be

defined in many ways.

One of the most

popular definition is

“the ability of solving

problems“



ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE
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In order to solve problems,

machines have to simulate

human thinking.

An analogy is that of

airplanes: they can fly like

birds, but using an entirely

different mechanism



LARGE LANGUAGE MODELS
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In 2022 AI just made a

giant leap in simulating

human intelligence and

thinking thanks to very

complex algorithms  

called Large Language

Models (LLM)
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The most famous LLM belong

to a type called Generative

pre-trained transformers (GPT)
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Generative means that the AI’s

output are new data (text,

images, music, video, etc)
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This LLM was developed by a

research lab called OpenAI,

(main investor: Microsoft)
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Other similar LLM are BERT

and PaLM (Google) and

LLaMA (Meta)
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ChatGPT is simply a chatbot based on GPT, while Bard is

the chatbot from Google based on PaLM 
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A chatbot is a software designed to simulate a

conversation with a human being



Thanks  to LLM chatbots have become much smarter, as they don't

answer your questions by looking at a reference table with pre-generated

sentences anymore, but they can rely on the power of LLM
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ChatGPT was the fastest-growing consumer application in

history (1 billion users in less than one year, better than TikTok)



Hype is very high and someone even thinks that ChatGPT has

some degree of awareness
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After all, ChatGPT already passed the test to get a medical

license, it passed the Turing test to distinguish between men and

machines and it has a IQ score of 155 (human average is 100)

Hype is very high and someone even thinks that ChatGPT has

some degree of awareness
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There is a lot of confusion, that arises because LLM are a type of artificial

neural networks, compex algorithms with trillions of parameters that try

to simulate how the connections between human neurons works: for this

reason people think LLM may also be able to simulate our brain
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However, LLM's only input data are words. Words were invented by

humans, so we know how to write algorithms that process them.

Algorithms can become better than us at manipulating words, but they'll

never be able to process all the other inputs that make us humans, such

as sensations, sentiments, emotions, or perceptions.
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We don't know how our sensations and emotions are created by

our mind, so we can't write an algorithm to manipulate them
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LLMs can only simulate thinking, but without a consciousness

they don't even understand what they are thinking. If you ask

ChatGPT what's the most important thing in its "life", its answer is:

"my family and my friends". 
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If you ask ChatPT which is the most touristic city in Italy, it will answer

"Rome" correctly, but it doesn't know what is Italy or what is Rome or what

is a city, because it can't give meaning to words. Thus, it won't be so easy

to create a super-consciousness that replaces humanity.. 
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Even if LLM are not conscious, there are tremendly useful and will change

forever the way we work: humans won't be replaced by AI, but by humans

who use AI



Every worker'll soon have an AI assistant not much different from "Jarvis",

the virtual assistant of Iron Man, that makes work much more efficient

and productive



Example: each day there are thousands of new articles published on

medical journals, so it's impossible for physicians to keep up to date of the

latest discoveries
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LLM can easily read and summarize all these articles and send you an

email each morning with the most important new findings
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Example: each day there are thousands of new articles published on

medical journals, so it's impossible for physicians to keep up to date of the

latest discoveries



LLM can also speed up the redaction of any scientific article by writing

abstract, introduction and conclusions of the article in your stead

LLM can easily read and summarize all these articles and send you an

email each morning with the most important new findings

Example: each day there are thousands of new articles published on

medical journals, so it's impossible for physicians to keep up to date of the

latest discoveries



In this way, you gain a significant advantage over your colleagues who

don't use LLM and you are able to increase the number of articles you

publish every year
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LLM can also speed up the redaction of any scientific article by writing

abstract, introduction and conclusions of the article in your stead

LLM can easily read and summarize all these articles and send you an

email each morning with the most important new findings

Example: each day there are thousands of new articles published on

medical journals, so it's impossible for physicians to keep up to date of the

latest discoveries



LLM are able not only to transcribe any meeting/lesson/call you have, but

also to summarize them in your stead
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Overall, LLM will relieve you from all the simple, non-creative

intellectual activities that clutter your work: they greatly improve

communication between humans and machines, so they perform

many tasks that at present would need a computer scientist to code 
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Also computer

scientists will

benefit from LLM

as they will be able

to write code

faster, as LLM can

also write code in

their stead
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In the near future, people will often write text longer than a few sentences

using LLM to save time



In the near future, people will often write text longer than a few sentences

using LLM to save time

That’s why everyone will become an expert in prompt engineering, the

skill of writing the prompt of LLM-based chatbots in the proper way



In the near future, people will often write text longer than a few sentences

using LLM to save time

That’s why everyone will become an expert in prompt engineering, the

skill of writing the prompt of LLM-based chatbots in the proper way

Learn how to write the proper prompt is the skill of the future and one of

the most important skill you can learn for your job. Many companies are

already hiring prompt engineers



First, register to the free version ChatGPT3.5 from the page of OpenAI:            

                                                      https://openai.com



Free version
Premium

version

+: import your

own data (.pdf,

.txt, .doc, ...)

Prompt

Old prompts

Open a new

prompt



The main use of ChatGPT is to answer to any topic you can think of

For example, we can ask it to write an article or a whole thesis on the

application of ChatGPT to the tourism sector:

Insert a topic
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ChatGPT prompt is limited to inputs sentences of max 2048 characters 

while its output is truncated at 300 words (25000 words for GPT-4)
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However, it remembers all the previous prompts of the user



Solution: tell ChatGPT to expand the section you want (e.g: the intro)



ChatGPT tends to itemize its answers by adding sub-titles and/or bullet

points, but you can tell it to remove them



ChatGPT is very good at increasing or decreasing text size... 



...and at suggesting titles



Most importantly, ChatGPT can change the style of the text...



...and translate it in several ways



Style is not limited to “formal” or “informal” or “funny”: you can tell ChatGPT

to become an expert in some field and write accordingly (e.g: ‘from now on

you are a lawyer, a philosopher, an engineer...’)
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Style is not limited to “formal” or “informal” or “funny”: you can tell ChatGPT

to become an expert in some field and write accordingly (e.g: ‘from now on

you are a lawyer, a philosopher, an engineer...’)



It also corrects grammatical errors...



...and  it even improve sentences (e.g: your social media posts)



ChatGPT is also very good in making up stories...



...even using a style of your chosing



ChatGPT can also help you writing content for your social media



If the answer is wrong, probably it’s because the prompt is wrong



One frequent error is not providing all the context to ChatGPT







The length and the style are two informations that should be provided in

almost most prompts



Sometimes the answer is clearly wrong (”hallucinations”)



Sometimes the answer is clearly wrong (”hallucinations”)



The sentence above (”Let’s work this out in astep by step way...”) increases

the number of internal steps of ChatGPT and it also usually improves its

answer, especially when there are calculations involved





When we write the prompts in the right way, the answers are very

different from the first ones. The more we interact and iterate with it,

by trial and error, the better the answer
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Update: now ChatGPT is finally connected to internet!

e.g: use it to summarize and  

translate any online text



It can also resume youtube videos! (with the “Video summary” plugin)

It can also summarize and translate any online video



It collects info from various sources, merging many google searches in one



.... and it gives you the flexibility to manipulate the results as you like



You can also repurpose content from one format to another
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It can also summarize and translate any online video



It collects info from various sources, merging many google searches in one



.... and it gives you the flexibility to manipulate the results as you like



You can also repurpose content from one format to another



This brochure was made with Canva but both the text and the images

where generated by AI (ChatGPT + DALL-E)



This brochure was made with Canva but both the text and the images

where generated by AI (ChatGPT + DALL-E)



ChatGPT can now communicate also verbally, like Siri (only for smartphones)



While Google

Bard can now

access to your

email data too



Youtube videos will soon be instantly dubbed in all languages for free:

example at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7IKab3HcfFk



The difference between ChatGPT and a traditional ChatBot is that

For each question you ask to ChatGPT,  instead of looking at a pre-

generated table it builds a new model based on all the similar

questions already asked by other users and present in its database
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Input database of LLM is really massive, as it consists in most of the

documentation freely available in Internet: Wikipedia, web sites, news,

articles, books, scientific journals, plus all data provided by the users
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To save space and computational resources, each word is converted

into a number before importing the data, so a sentence becomes just

a sequence of numbers
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Even so, there are just too many steps to follow using a single

processor, so the analysis is split on thousands of processors called

GPUs that are employed for doing computation in parallel 
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Graphic cards



GPT stands for Generative Pre-trained Transformers. “Transformer”

refers to an advanced deep learning architecture designed to analyse

sequential data such as words inside strings and in a parallel way



Human intervention is still needed to tell the model which are the right

answer in a step called model calibration; without it, LLM are not able

to answer correctly 
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The process of collecting and analysing all data is done only once

and it is called training



Censorship is also introduced during calibration in order to avoid LLM

to provide dangerous information to users
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Even scientists don't know exactly how LLM works internally, as they

are artificial neural networks with about 100 layers (any neural

network with 4 or more layers is called a deep learning network)
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ChatGPT: 96 hidden layers
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Cerebellum is made up by only two neuron types repeated billions of times



One of it is called Purkinje cell, famous for its superb dentritic tree



Artificial neurons are an approximation of biological ones; the weights
w represent the strength of the connection between two neurons

Axion

(from axions)

(from

axions)

Weights



Training a LLM is the process of finding the best weights

for each artificial neuron
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Axion

(from axions)

(from

axions)

Weights



Hidden Layer 1 Hidden Layer 2

The case of object recognition highlights the challenge of

comprehending the inner working of a deep learning neural network

Hidden Layer 3



In case of LLM, the output is not deterministic but stochastic



LLM are trained to forecast the likelihood of a word sequence

“John bought some apples because he wanted to bake a…”

“...pie (70%)” “...cake (20%)” “...tart (10%)”



of LLMApplications of LLM to Tourism



Travel guide: “what are the best attractions in Bergamo?”



Travel guide: “what are the best attractions in Bergamo?”

Bergamo, located in the Lombardy region of northern Italy, is a city steeped in history and culture, and offers a variety of attractions that

cater to all kinds of interests. Here are some must-visit attractions:

### Città Alta (Upper Town)

This walled medieval city, accessible by a funicular, is the historic heart of Bergamo. It boasts narrow cobbled streets, quaint squares, and

historic architecture. Highlights include Piazza Vecchia, the Campanone tower, and the Santa Maria Maggiore Basilica.

### Piazza Vecchia

Situated in the Città Alta, this square is surrounded by significant historic buildings such as Palazzo della Ragione and the Campanone (Civic

Tower). It's a vibrant space often filled with locals and tourists alike.

### Basilica di Santa Maria Maggiore

An architectural masterpiece dating back to the 12th century, this Basilica is known for its intricate tapestries, frescoes, and wooden inlays.

### Accademia Carrara

An art gallery featuring an impressive collection of Italian Renaissance art, including works by Botticelli, Bellini, and Raphael.

### Città Bassa (Lower Town)

The more modern part of Bergamo, it also has attractions worth visiting like the Accademia Carrara and various parks and shopping

districts.

....



Trip planning: OTAs like Expedia already integrates ChatGPT in

their app (english version only) to offer personalized travel

reccommendations and to assist with the trip planning



As ChatG
PT is not c

onnected to
 Internet, it

 is not a
ble yet to

 book

the tra
vel in

 our stead or th
e tra

vel tic
kets. This will li

kely be th
e

next lo
gical step of d

evelopment.STILL MISSING



Data analysis:

ChatGPT can help

hotel managers

identifying areas

of improvement

by analyzing

customer

feedbacks

(reviews, social

media feedback,

etc).



You can also directy ask to chatgpt which are its impact on tourism





This is just the beginning of LLM. They already changed forever the way

we work and study and their advances’ll change it even more

CONCLUSIONS



Transformer architecture of GPT models:

The first scientific paper written in less than an hour by ChatGPT:

       Vaswani et al. (2021) Attention is all you need. Advances in neural 
       information processing systems datasets and benchmarks
           https://proceedings.neurips.cc/paper_files/paper/2017/file/3f5ee243547dee91fbd053c1c4a845aa-Paper.pdf

       Kishony and Ifargan (2023) The Impact of Fruit and Vegetable
       Consumption and Physical Activity on Diabetes Risk among Adults 
           https://t.co/DsEZfg0JQp
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